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Summary. The line of pointsa, b, denoted bya·b and the point of linesA, B denoted
by A ·B are defined. A few basic theorems related to these notions are proved. An inspira-
tion for such approach comes from so called Leibniz program. Let us recall that the Leibniz
program is a program of algebraization of geometry using purely geometric notions. Leibniz
formulated his program in opposition to algebraization method developed by Descartes.

MML Identifier: PROJPL_1.

WWW: http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol6/projpl_1.html

The articles [1], [5], [3], [4], and [2] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. PROJECTIVESPACES

We adopt the following convention:G is a projective incidence structure,a, a1, a2, b, b1, b2, c, d,
p, q, r are points ofG, andA, B, M, N, P, Q, Rare lines ofG.

Let us considerG, a, b, P. The predicatea,b - P is defined as follows:

(Def. 1) a - P andb - P.

Let us considerG, a, P, Q. We say thata lies onP, Q if and only if:

(Def. 2) a lies onP anda lies onQ.

Let us considerG, a, P, Q, R. We say thata lies onP, Q, R if and only if:

(Def. 3) a lies onP anda lies onQ anda lies onR.

One can prove the following proposition

(1)(i) If a, b lie onP, thenb, a lie onP,

(ii) if a, b, c lie onP, thena, c, b lie onP andb, a, c lie onP andb, c, a lie onP andc, a, b lie
onP andc, b, a lie onP,

(iii) if a lies onP, Q, thena lies onQ, P, and

(iv) if a lies onP, Q, R, thena lies onP, R, Q anda lies onQ, P, Randa lies onQ, R, P anda
lies onR, P, Q anda lies onR, Q, P.

Let I1 be a projective incidence structure. We say thatI1 is configuration if and only if the
condition (Def. 4) is satisfied.

(Def. 4) Let p, q be points ofI1 andP, Q be lines ofI1. Supposep lies onP andq lies onP andp
lies onQ andq lies onQ. Thenp = q or P = Q.
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Next we state three propositions:

(2) G is configuration iff for allp, q, P, Q such thatp, q lie onP andp, q lie onQ holdsp = q
or P = Q.

(3) G is configuration if and only if for allp, q, P, Q such thatp lies onP, Q andq lies onP,
Q holdsp = q or P = Q.

(4) The following statements are equivalent

(i) G is a projective space defined in terms of incidence,

(ii) G is configuration and for allp, q there existsP such thatp, q lie onP and there existp, P
such thatp - P and for everyP there exista, b, c such thata, b, c are mutually different and
a, b, c lie onP and for alla, b, c, d, p, M, N, P, Q such thata, b, p lie onM andc, d, p lie on
N anda, c lie onP andb, d lie onQ andp - P andp - Q andM 6= N there existsq such thatq
lies onP, Q.

An incidence projective plane is a 2-dimensional projective space defined in terms of incidence.
Let us considerG, a, b, c. We say thata, b andc are collinear if and only if:

(Def. 5) There existsP such thata, b, c lie onP.

We introducea, b, c form a triangle as an antonym ofa, b andc are collinear.
The following two propositions are true:

(5) a, b andc are collinear iff there existsP such thata lies onP andb lies onP andc lies on
P.

(6) a, b, c form a triangle iff for everyP holdsa - P or b - P or c - P.

Let us considerG, a, b, c, d. We say thata, b, c, d form a quadrangle if and only if the conditions
(Def. 6) are satisfied.

(Def. 6)(i) a, b, c form a triangle,

(ii) b, c, d form a triangle,

(iii) c, d, a form a triangle, and

(iv) d, a, b form a triangle.

Next we state several propositions:

(7) If G is a projective space defined in terms of incidence, then there existA, B such that
A 6= B.

(8) SupposeG is a projective space defined in terms of incidence anda lies onA. Then there
existb, c such thatb, c lie onA anda, b, c are mutually different.

(9) SupposeG is a projective space defined in terms of incidence anda lies onA andA 6= B.
Then there existsb such thatb lies onA andb - B anda 6= b.

(10) If G is configuration anda1, a2 lie onA anda1 6= a2 andb - A, thena1, a2, b form a triangle.

(11) Supposea, b andc are collinear. Then

(i) a, c andb are collinear,

(ii) b, a andc are collinear,

(iii) b, c anda are collinear,

(iv) c, a andb are collinear, and

(v) c, b anda are collinear.
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(12) Supposea, b, c form a triangle. Then

(i) a, c, b form a triangle,

(ii) b, a, c form a triangle,

(iii) b, c, a form a triangle,

(iv) c, a, b form a triangle, and

(v) c, b, a form a triangle.

(13) Supposea, b, c, d form a quadrangle. Thena, c, b, d form a quadrangle andb, a, c, d form
a quadrangle andb, c, a, d form a quadrangle andc, a, b, d form a quadrangle andc, b, a, d
form a quadrangle anda, b, d, c form a quadrangle anda, c, d, b form a quadrangle andb, a,
d, c form a quadrangle andb, c, d, a form a quadrangle andc, a, d, b form a quadrangle and
c, b, d, a form a quadrangle anda, d, b, c form a quadrangle anda, d, c, b form a quadrangle
and b, d, a, c form a quadrangle andb, d, c, a form a quadrangle andc, d, a, b form a
quadrangle andc, d, b, a form a quadrangle andd, a, b, c form a quadrangle andd, a, c, b
form a quadrangle andd, b, a, c form a quadrangle andd, b, c, a form a quadrangle andd, c,
a, b form a quadrangle andd, c, b, a form a quadrangle.

(14) SupposeG is configuration anda1, a2 lie onA andb1, b2 lie onB anda1,a2 - B andb1,b2 - A
anda1 6= a2 andb1 6= b2. Thena1, a2, b1, b2 form a quadrangle.

(15) SupposeG is a projective space defined in terms of incidence. Then there exista, b, c, d
such thata, b, c, d form a quadrangle.

Let G be a projective space defined in terms of incidence. An element of[: the points ofG, the
points ofG, the points ofG, the points ofG:] is said to be a quadrangle ofG if:

(Def. 7) it1, it2, it3, it4 form a quadrangle.

Let G be a projective space defined in terms of incidence and leta, b be points ofG. Let us
assume thata 6= b. The functora·b yielding a line ofG is defined by:

(Def. 8) a, b lie ona·b.

Next we state the proposition

(16) LetG be a projective space defined in terms of incidence,a, b be points ofG, andL be a
line of G. Supposea 6= b. Thena lies ona·b andb lies ona·b anda·b= b·a and ifa lies on
L andb lies onL, thenL = a·b.

2. PROJECTIVEPLANES

One can prove the following propositions:

(17) Suppose there exista, b, c such thata, b, c form a triangle and for allp, q there existsM
such thatp, q lie onM. Then there existp, P such thatp - P.

(18) If there exista, b, c, d such thata, b, c, d form a quadrangle, then there exista, b, c such
thata, b, c form a triangle.

(19) If a, b, c form a triangle anda, b lie onP anda, c lie onQ, thenP 6= Q.

(20) Supposea, b, c, d form a quadrangle anda, b lie on P anda, c lie on Q anda, d lie on R.
ThenP, Q, Rare mutually different.

(21) Suppose thatG is configuration anda lies onP, Q, R andP, Q, R are mutually different
anda - A andp lies onA, P andq lies onA, Q andr lies onA, R. Thenp, q, r are mutually
different.
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(22) Suppose that

(i) G is configuration,

(ii) for all p, q there existsM such thatp, q lie onM,

(iii) for all P, Q there existsa such thata lies onP, Q, and

(iv) there exista, b, c, d such thata, b, c, d form a quadrangle.

Let givenP. Then there exista, b, c such thata, b, c are mutually different anda, b, c lie on
P.

(23) G is an incidence projective plane if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) G is configuration,

(ii) for all p, q there existsM such thatp, q lie onM,

(iii) for all P, Q there existsa such thata lies onP, Q, and

(iv) there exista, b, c, d such thata, b, c, d form a quadrangle.

We use the following convention:G is an incidence projective plane,a, q are points ofG, and
A, B are lines ofG.

Let us considerG, A, B. Let us assume thatA 6= B. The functorA ·B yielding a point ofG is
defined as follows:

(Def. 9) A·B lies onA, B.

We now state two propositions:

(24) SupposeA 6= B. ThenA ·B lies onA andA ·B lies onB andA ·B = B ·A and if a lies onA
anda lies onB, thena = A·B.

(25) If A 6= B anda lies onA andq - A anda 6= A·B, thenq·a·B lies onB andq·a·B - A.

3. SOME USEFUL PROPOSITIONS

We adopt the following rules:G denotes a projective space defined in terms of incidence anda, b,
c, d denote points ofG.

Next we state two propositions:

(26) If a, b, c form a triangle, thena, b, c are mutually different.

(27) If a, b, c, d form a quadrangle, thena, b, c, d are mutually different.

In the sequelG denotes an incidence projective plane.
Next we state a number of propositions:

(28) For all pointsa, b, c, d of G such thata·c= b·d holdsa= c or b= d or c= d or a·c= c·d.

(29) For all pointsa, b, c, d of G such thata·c = b·d holdsa = c or b = d or c = d or a lies on
c·d.

(30) Let G be an incidence projective plane,e, m, m′ be points ofG, and I be a line ofG.
Supposem lies onI andm′ lies onI andm 6= m′ ande - I . Thenm·e 6= m′ ·eande·m 6= e·m′.

(31) Let G be an incidence projective plane,e be a point ofG, and I , L1, L2 be lines ofG.
Supposee lies onL1 ande lies onL2 andL1 6= L2 ande- I . ThenI ·L1 6= I ·L2 andL1 · I 6= L2 · I .

(32) Let G be a projective space defined in terms of incidence anda, b, q, q1 be points ofG.
Supposeq lies ona ·b andq lies ona ·q1 andq 6= a andq1 6= a anda 6= b. Thenq1 lies on
a·b.

(33) LetG be a projective space defined in terms of incidence anda, b, c be points ofG. If c
lies ona·b anda 6= c, thenb lies ona·c.
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(34) LetG be an incidence projective plane,q1, q2, r1, r2 be points ofG, andH be a line ofG.
Supposer1 6= r2 andr1 lies onH andr2 lies onH andq1 - H andq2 - H. Thenq1 · r1 6= q2 · r2.

(35) For all pointsa, b, c of G such thata lies onb·c holdsa = c or b = c or b lies onc·a.

(36) For all pointsa, b, c of G such thata lies onb·c holdsb = a or b = c or c lies onb·a.

(37) Lete, x1, x2, p1, p2 be points ofG andH, I be lines ofG. Suppose thatx1 lies onI andx2

lies onI ande lies onH ande - I andx1 6= x2 andp1 6= e andp2 6= e andp1 lies one·x1 and
p2 lies one·x2. Then there exists a pointr of G such thatr lies onp1 · p2 andr lies onH and
r 6= e.
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